The KOTO experiment recently reported three candidate events in the signal region of KL → π 0 νν search, where the standard model only expects 0.05 ± 0.02 events. If confirmed, this requires physics beyond the standard model to enhance the signal. We examine various new physics interpretations of the result including: (1) heavy new physics boosting the standard model signal, (2) reinterpretation of "νν" as a new light long-lived particle, or (3) reinterpretation of the whole signal as the production of a new light long-lived particle at the fixed target. We study the above explanations in the context of a generalised new physics Grossman-Nir bound coming from the K + → π + νν decay, bounded by data from the E949 and the NA62 experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rare kaon decays via flavor changing neutral current and/or CP violation (CPV) are excellent probes of new physics (NP), as they are highly suppressed in the standard model (SM) and are theoretically clean [1] . Two well known examples are the K L → π 0 νν and K + → π + νν decay processes. Within the SM, these are suppressed by a loop factor, the GIM mechanism, and the CKM elements, and predicted to have branching ratios smaller than 10 −10 [2] [3] [4] . These channels are sensitive to heavy NP, captured by dimension-six operators, and/or new very weakly-coupled light states. These processes are being currently probed by the KOTO experiment at J-PARC and the NA62 experiment at CERN, both aim to reach the corresponding SM sensitivity. Recently, both experiments have announced new preliminary results for K L → π 0 νν [5] and K + → π + νν [6] searches, respectively.
Strikingly, the new KOTO result contains four candidate events in the signal region of the K L → π 0 νν search, where the SM expectation is mere 0.05 ± 0.02 events [5] . While one of the events is suspected as a background from an upstream activity, the remaining three events are quite distinct from presently known backgrounds. In this paper, we assume that these three events are signals and explore implications.
If the photons and missing energy in the signals are interpreted as π 0 νν, the KOTO single event sensitivity, 6.9 × 10 −10 [5] , implies (for 2-sided limits)
B(K L → π 0 νν) KOTO = 2.1 +2.0 (+4.1)
at the 68 (95) % confidence level (CL), statistical uncertainties included. The central value is about two orders of magnitude larger than the SM prediction, B(K L → π 0 νν) SM = (3.4 ± 0.6) × 10 −11 [2] [3] [4] , which corresponds to p-value at the 10 −4 level for the SM and background The recent results of KOTO [5] , Eq. (1) and NA62 [6] , Eq. (2) , are represented by the green and blue bands, respectively. The red ellipses show our simultaneous fits to both. The GN bounds with and without interference with the SM are shown by the solid blue and dashed blue lines, respectively. The red dots are the best fit points on those lines. Only statistical uncertainties are taken into account.
expectations. On the other hand, for the upper bound on the K + → π + νν decay rate, the E949 experiment obtained B(K + → π + νν) < 3.35 × 10 −10 at 90 % CL [7, 8] , while the recent preliminary update [6] by the NA62 experiment is
at 95 % CL (one-sided), consistent the the SM prediction of B(K + → π + νν) = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10 −11 [2] [3] [4] . In Fig. 1 and also show our fit to these experimental results (red ellipses), where in the plot the systematic uncertainties in the backgrounds and the SM theoretical predictions are neglected as the statistical ones dominate.
One way to obtain a large enhancement in K L → π 0 νν is to introduce NP at a scale higher than these experiments. Such heavy NP can be captured by effective operators, which we will examine in Sec. II.
It is also conceivable that the "νν" in Eq. (1) is actually a new light invisible particle X. We will analyze this scenario in Sec. III. Interestingly, we will find that the compatibility of the KOTO and NA62 results require that the X should be a long-lived unstable particle decaying to, e.g., two photons.
Yet another interesting possibility is that the signals actually have nothing to do with neither π 0 or νν or not even K L but are simply due to the production of a new light particle at the fixed target. The new particle subsequently decays to two photons after a long flight, where the flight path would generically be off axis and hence appear as "νν". While an accurate study of this scenario is challenging as it requires detailed account of the experimental setups, we will perform some rough estimates in Sec. IV to show that it is plausible.
Although the required NP enhancement of the K L → π 0 νν rate is substantial to account for the central value of Eq. (1), most of other measurements do not have the required sensitivity to directly probe such enhancement. However, under fairly general assumptions, the K L → π 0 νν rate can be strongly constrained by the K + → π 0 νν rate via the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound [9] :
The numerical factor comes from the difference in the total decay widths of K L and K + , isospin breaking effects, and QED radiative corrections [4, 10] . In Fig. 1 , the GN bound is shown for two cases depending on whether NP contributions interfere with those of the SM (solid blue line) or not (dashed blue line).
If we assume that the interfering NP+SM saturates the GN bound and move along the solid blue line, we find that the KOTO and NA62 average deviates at 2.1 σ at the red dot on the solid blue line in Fig. 1 . If, instead, we consider the non-interfering case, we have
where inv. = νν (SM) + invisible final states (NP). In this case, we obtain 2.6 σ tension at the red dot on the dashed blue line in Fig. 1 . A violation of the GN bound by NP contributions is quite difficult (see a brief discussion on this in Sec. V). In the following sections, we will not consider the violation of the GN bound.
We shall now discuss in detail the NP scenarios we alluded to above.
II. HEAVY NEW PHYSICS
First, let us consider heavy NP which contributes to s → dνν processes. Matching the fields involved in the K L → π 0 νν decay to a gauge invariant dimensionsix operator, the effective Lagrangian, with operators that can interfere with the SM contributions, only consists of 3 operators,
is the down-type quark singlet, 1 2 and σ i are in SU(2) L weak space, the superscripts 1 and 2 correspond to quark-generation index in the down mass basis and lepton flavor indices are suppressed for here.
By considering the single complex Wilson coefficient C νν S,A,D (defined at the Z-boson mass scale), and fitting it to separately the KOTO data and then both to KOTO and NA62 to minimise the tension between the experiments we find,
where the value on the first line of the above equation corresponds to fitting for the central value of KOTO only, and on the second line we fit both to the KOTO and NA62 results, which corresponds to the red solid dot in Fig. 1 . Assuming lepton flavor universality, the above operators can be sensitive to CP-violating flavor changing neutral current such as K L → π 0 + − ( = e, µ) and K S → µ + µ − , whose branching ratios are experimentally bounded as ∼ < (a few) × 10 −10 [13] [14] [15] . In light of the fact that K L → π 0 νν search is the neutrino flavor blind, these upper bounds would be the same order as the predictions of Eq. (5). In particular, it would be interesting to consider a correlation with the direct CPV in K 0 → µ + µ − [16, 17] which would be probed by the LHCb experiment. However, these bounds can be avoided if one is switching on the coupling to third generation leptons only in the definition of O νν S,A,D . Additional option to avoid these could be found by making the coefficient of O νν S and O νν A to obtain "custodial symmetry" so that the coupling to the charge lepton bilinear is switched off [18] . In this case, a potentially interesting effect would appear via charged current in the decay of τ → K(π)ν, where there is a 2.8 σ tension in the CP asymmetry of τ → K S π − ν τ [19, 20] . However, since flavor changing charged current occurs at tree level in the SM, such O(100) TeV scale sensitivity as in Eq. (5) is unlikely. From the same reason correlated transition involves charm decay are also expected to lead to subdominant effects that are hard to observe (see however [21] ). Furthermore, one can obviously assume nonuniversal lepton interactions and switch off the couplings to the tau or to other charge leptons.
Finally we comment that one can also account for the
Left: branching ratio of KL → π 0 νν or π 0 X that can accommodate the KOTO signal, see Eqs. (1), and (6). The blue (gray) line with dots correspond to the central value of KL → π 0 X (π 0 νν) interpretation, with blue shaded band (dashed horizontal lines) for two-sided 68% confidence interval. An uncertainty of Monte-Carlo statistics is less than 10% thus omitted here. The fact that the observed events have high p π 0 T favors mX < 180 MeV which is the dashed vertical line (green). If the mass is below below 280 MeV (horizontal dotted line), the π 0 X events can fall into the signal region of KOTO, otherwise π 0 X events and the KOTO signal region have no overlap. Right: the new particle has finite lifetime considering the Grossman-Nir bound and K + → π + νν search, and the allowed parameter space for two body decay KL → π 0 X in mass and lifetime of X is shown. See Eq. (9). The K + → π + X bound is translated to KL bound assuming the maximum of the Grossman-Nir bound. The purple (blue) shaded region is constrained by NA62 [6] at 95 % CL (E949 [8] at 90 % CL). If the lifetime is too short, the parameter space required the branching ratio greater than 1% to maintain the KOTO signal yield, which is inconsistent with untagged KL branching ratio [11] . The B(KL → π 0 X) = 10 −4 , 10 −6 and 10 −8 are indicated on the plot. The green shaded region is constrained from KTEV search for KL → π 0 γγ assuming B(X → γγ) = 1 [12] .
above decay by adding operators with right-handed neutrino field N of the formQ
, where the correlation with charged lepton signal becomes weaker or can be avoided altogether. We note that, as these operators do not interference with the SM, they would result in a stronger tension with the data. In this case the best fit point corresponds to the empty red point of Fig. 1 .
III. LIGHT NEW PHYSICS
The observed KOTO signals could be explained by a two body decay associated with a new invisible particle, say X; K L → π 0 X. As we discuss in the following, with the generalized Grossman-Nir bound and related experimental constraints, the new particle cannot be completely invisible but must decay with a finite lifetime of O(0.1-0.01) ns, except for m X very close to m π 0 .
For m X < m π 0 , the required branching ratio to explain the KOTO signal is ∼ 10 −9 , almost at the same level as Eq. (1), because K L → π 0 X and K L → π 0 νν have similar kinematic features in the KOTO signal region. For m X > m π 0 , we need more signal yield because the efficiency inside the signal region will be reduced. The reconstructed pion transverse momentum in the signal region must be in the range 130 MeV < p π 0 T < 250 MeV, while the transverse momentum from the K L → π 0 X decay is limited by the phase space as To take into account the efficiency difference from π 0 νν, we correct the KOTO signal yield of Eq. (1) by the ratio of efficiencies estimated by our simulation as
where is the efficiency of kinematic cuts of an earlier KOTO analysis [22] and new signal region of reconstructed momentum and decay vertex [5] . The result is shown in the left pane of Fig. 2 . The simulation setup and validation are discussed in App. A. Similarly to the K L → π 0 νν case, the rare decay of K + search will constrain this scenario. This is because, even in this case, a generalized version of the GN bound still holds [23] ,
The upper bound on two body decay B(
, which is generally stronger than that on B(K + → π + νν) except for near the neutral pion mass |m X − m π 0 | 25 MeV and above two pion mass threshold m X 2m π 0 , because the search is suffered from K + → π + π 0 (γ), π + + 2π backgrounds [6, 8, 24, 25] . For example, for m X = (0) 100 MeV the expected number of events in KOTO is bound to be smaller than 0.7 (0.3) at 90 % CL.
This situation is changed when the invisible particle X is unstable and can decay into the visible particles such as photons. Once X decays, say, to photons, the events are vetoed or go to different search categories where the bound on branching ratio is significantly weaker due to large SM contributions of
+ γγ with Refs. [12, 26, 27] . The dependence of the efficiency on X lifetime of K L → π 0 X is different than that of K + → π + X because the boost factors, p/m X and the effective detector size, L of NA62 or E949, which are different than those of KOTO. Effective branching ratios are
which are measured by experiments. Through the Grossman-Nir bound, Eq. (7), the bound on the lifetime is obtained by taking a ratio,
where we use the central value of Eq. (6) and the bound B(K + → π + X) 95%CL NA62 = 1.6 × 10 −10 which is NA62 bound Eq. (2) subtracting non-interfering SM contribution. The exponential factor is calculated by simulation for KOTO using the remaining event samples in the signal region, and to a good approximation one can use L 3 m and E X 1.5 GeV. For NA62, we take E X = 37 GeV and L = 150 m. Because effective detector size of KOTO is smaller than that of NA62, L NA62 /p NA62 > L KOTO /p KOTO , the bound of NA62 can be evaded for some shorter lifetime. If the lifetime is too short, roughly less than 0.01 ns, the branching ration of K L → π 0 X has to exceed 1%, which is constrained by sum of the other decay channels of K L . For E949, we can write the analogous formula, and there the K + s are at rest, thus p X is calculated and L = 1.5m. Because the p X is much smaller, the effective detector size L E949 /p E949 is much larger than that of KOTO and NA62 especially for higher mass, making NA62 more sensitive to this scenario. The experimental bound of E949 uses Fig. 18 of Ref. [8] . The results are shown in the right pane of Fig. 2 .
Assuming the GN bound is saturated B(K L → π 0 X) = 4.3 B(K + → π + X), we found that parameter space of the lifetime O(0.1-0.01) ns is compatible with both KOTO and NA62 (E949). Using visible decay channels such as [28] , if one will find the favored lifetime is inside the parameter space excluded by K + → π + X, it indicates the violation of the GN bound. For a constraint from the visible channel, KTEV K L → π 0 γγ will exclude B(K L → π 0 X) 10 −6 if X decays dominantly to two photons [12] .
Let us comment on possible underlying models of X. Arguably the simplest possibility is a Higgs portal which induces K L → π 0 X decay, but the dominant decay of X is into e + e − which is tightly constrained by KTEV search, B(K L → π 0 e + e − ) < 2.8 × 10 −10 at 90%CL [13] . One can avoid this bound easily if the X is some kind of leptophobic and/or photophilic scalar. For example, if there are two (or more) Higgs doublets, one Higgs is responsible to the masses of third generation and quarks, another one is responsible to the masses of light leptons, and X mixes with just the former Higgs.
IV. NEW PARTICLE PRODUCTION AT FIXED TARGET
An alternative scenario that could accommodate the KOTO signal is that the events are not due to an enhanced K L → π 0 + (inv.) rate but just a disguise of a new light particle, φ, produced at the fixed target and decaying inside the vacuum chamber to a photon pair. At KOTO, the initial 30 GeV proton beam hits the fixed gold (Au) target at an angle of 16
• with respect to the beam line connecting the target and the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). Unlike the K L , which would travel straight along the beam line toward the vacuum chamber, the new particle will not fly parallel to the beam line so it will enter the chamber away from the axis with an angle. We further assume that the φ lifetime is such that it typically decays inside the vacuum chamber to two photons. Moreover, in the K L → π 0 νν search, KOTO does not reconstruct the π 0 mass but instead assumes that the photon pair detected on the ECAL has an invariant mass of π 0 and that the pair comes from a vertex on the beam line, for these two assumptions would completely determine the location of a K L decay to π 0 νν. Therefore, we see that the φ's in-flight decay to 2γ will indeed disguise as an π 0 +(invisible) event. The kinematics is similar to CV-η background, a decay of η → 2γ in the off-axis region can have a reconstructed vertex inside the signal region. On the other hand, at NA62, which triggers events by charged particles and is designed to veto huge π 0 background, such φ decays are simply rejected. As a concrete example, we consider that φ = a is an axion like particle (ALP) with the following effective interactions
where F µν (G a µν ) is the photon (gluon) field strength and F µν (G a µν ) is the filed strength dual. f g and f a are the decay constants. For recent relevant review see [29] . We consider the case of m a < 3 m π to avoid hadronic decay channels. The ALP lifetime is controlled by the photon coupling and IR contribution from the gluon coupling which are in the same order if f g ∼ f γ . In pAu collisions, ALP can be produced by different mechanisms: non-perturbative production, deep-inelastic scattering, e.g. gg → ga, coherent proton-nucleon production, and bremsstrahlung. Here we consider only nonperturbative production inferred from the measured K L flux at KOTO.
The number of decays inside the KOTO detector is N a = dp
where
is the angular coverage of the detector in the lab frame, with r ECAL 1 m is the ECAL radius, d 27 m is the distance distance to the ECAL and L 3 m is the distance from photon veto detector to ECAL. The number of detected events is N a × A where A is acceptance times reconstruction efficiency for ALPs in the signal region of K L → π 0 νν. Estimating reconstruction efficiency is not trivial because the topology of this signal differs from that of K L → π 0 νν assumed by KOTO. The precise estimation is left for future work.
If the ALP mass is below the QCD confinement scale, the gluon interaction induces the ALP-pion mixing with a mixing angle of sin(α aπ ) ∼
(also see e.g. [31, 32] ). Thus, the ALP production rate can be estimated as dN pAu→a ≈ sin 2 (α aπ )dN pAu→π 0 . Although there is no data of N pAu→π 0 for our purpose, we can estimate it the using measured K L based on a generic expectation N pAu→π 0 > N pAu→K L . To obtain the differential distribution at the point of p-Au collision, we unfold the measured distribution at the beam exit by
where the angular dependence is neglected within the small region, d exit = 20 m, and the angular coverage of the beam hole ∆Φ beam is (8.5 cm) 2 /4πd 2 exit . The momentum distribution is given in Ref. [33] and the normalization of N exit pAu→K L is fixed 7.1 × 10 12 [5] . Note that there is an enhancement of
∼ 200 in N K L yield for our purpose. Base on the above estimation, we get N a A ∼ O(10 This is a proof of concept that the scenario can explain the KOTO signal, however, a more careful study including a comparison to other exiting constrains, see e.g. [29, 32, [34] [35] [36] is required after exploring the value of A . This type of scenario could be further constrained by beam-dump experiments, in particular the ones using proton beam such as CHARM [37] and NuCal [38] .
V. DISCUSSION
As we alluded to in the Introduction, let us discuss the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound in a broader sense when new physics effects are included. The GN bound only relies on the following assumptions [9] . First, isospin symmetry, which relates the decay amplitudes of K ± to the ones of K 0 and K 0 . Second, the ratio of the K 0 and K 0 decay amplitudes to the corresponding sum of final states is close to unity, where if the final state is CP eigenstate it means no CPV in the decay. For the πνν final state, within the SM, it is expected to be an excellent approximation.
The above assumptions are not easy to be violated even when going beyond the SM. For example within effective field theory models isospin violation to the above processes receives leading contribution at dimension-six operators as we need to mediate transition between an isospin doublet to a triplet which involves four-quark operators. If we further would like to couple it to an axion like particle a to boost the K L → π 0 a rate, we arrive at dimension-eight operator ∂ µ a (sγ µ d)(ūu −dd). However, axion models also lead to dimension-five operators which are subject to other stringent bound, from flavor, beam dump experiments and astrophysics cooling bounds. One may hope to violate the GN bound by add large contribution to CPV in decay, but it requires both strong and weak phases to be present and as we have final states involving neutrino (or other SM singlets) the strong phases are generically expected to be suppressed. However, the central value of the KOTO result requires A K 0 →π 0 νν /A K 0 →π 0 νν > a few, which requires very large direct CP violation. Finally, as the signature of the above decay is rather inclusive, basically looking at a pion and a missing energy, it typically involved summing up all the particles in the final states which wash away effects that distinguish between the decay of K 0 to some exclusive final state andK 0 to another different state. While we are not aware of a basic principle within local quantum field theory framework, such as CPT or unitarity conservation, that guarantees that the GN bound is respected we are not aware either of an existing proof for its violation. Here, we would like to describe and validate the simulations we performed to evaluate the efficiency factors in Eqs. (6) and (8) . The KOTO experiment has a simple setup that the K L beam enters the detector and the two photons from the π 0 from a K L decay then hit the ECAL. This allows a simple simulation to reproduce the signal shape well [28] . Determination of a decay vertex is a challenge for KOTO as all particles involved in K L π 0 νν and π 0 → 2γ are charge neutral, and there are no directional information. However, assuming that the K L has decayed on the beam axis and the two photons are from the π 0 from the K L , one can reconstruct the decay with a very good accuracy [33] .
We first generated initial K L particles following the measured momentum distribution [33] . Then, we let each K L decay between the beam exit and ECAL positions. The reduction in the K L number was found to be about 7.9%. We treated every decay as isotropic, assuming a homogeneous distribution in the Dalitz plot for three body decay. The position and energy of a detected photon on the ECAL were smeared based on the ECAL parameters [39] ,
These smearings, especially the one for energy, led to the smearing of reconstructed vertices and thus all reconstructed 4-momenta. Then we applied the kinematical cuts used in the previous KOTO analysis of 2015 data [22] . In our simple framework, the veto and shower shape cuts were not included. Then, we applied cuts for the reconstructed vertex and momentum p π 0 T defined in the new analysis [5] . We calculated the cut efficiencies for both π 0 νν and π 0 X (m X =1, 10, 20,..., 290, 300 MeV), and calculated the ratio of efficiencies, Eq. (6).
For validation, we applied the same scheme for the signal region of Ref. [22] in the reconstructions of vertices and transverse momenta p π 0 T , and compared our result with Fig. 4 of [22] . They agree very well, except for an overall reduction of about 30%. This is likely due to the simplified homogenous distribution in the Dalitz plot and/or the shower shape cuts not incorporated in our simulation.
The remaining samples in the new signal region [5] have an event-by-event information on the distance between the K L decay vertex and the ECAL and on the energy (boost factor) of the X. We used it to calculate the weight of Eq. (8) .
